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Brief introduction 

Sequence-level matching

On top of video transformer network

Get rid of complex temporal modelling



Background 

(a) Online template update (STARK)

(c) Video Backbone Based Tracking (VideoTrack)

(b) Temporal context propagation 

(TrSiam/TrDiMP )

Traditional Siamese matching based 

trackers  requires sophisticated 

mechanisms to exploit temporal 

contexts



Comparing to traditional Siamese matching network 

trackers:

- 2D pair-wise matching is lifted to spatiotemporal domain, 

encoding temporal context at the feature-level via a neat 

feedforward video model.

- The first to adopt Video Transformer based tracking

framework. 

- VideoTrack exhibits encouraging results on multiple VOT 

benchmarks.

Introduction



Overall framework of VideoTrack

Overall architecture of video transformer model for tracking (VideoTrack). It is constructed by stacking multiple basic 

building units, named as triplet-block which consists of three hierarchical attention layers. Inside each layer of triplet-block, 

video attention module mixes the multi-branch information flows among inputs asymmetrically. 



Temporal modelling inside the transformer block

Three basic temporal modelling methods in the building unit with two-layer structure : (I) denotes the divided space time 

pattern; (II) denotes the temporal window pattern; (III) denotes the pattern with message token for temporal modelling.



Temporal modelling inside the transformer block

Disentangled Dual-Template Mechanism, 

- Leverage the strong static appearance information from the first template and the dynamic factors of the intermediate 

templates through the efficient temporal modelling.

- It reduces the computation & temporal redundancy 

- Propagating the appearance information more thoroughly than the message token communication. 



Empirical study on model choices 

Extensive model designs are investigated :

token embedding, 

video attention scheme, temporal modelling,

varying the number of input frames，

pretraining and Foreground label map.



Empirical study on model choices 



VOT benchmark results

VideoTrack exhibits encouraging results on multiple VOT 

benchmarks, including LaSOT, GOT-10k, LaSOT and UAV123.



Qualitative results

- Over-long temporal extends do not provide more useful 

clues but redundancy. It is consistent with our observation 

that the appearance clue plays a more important role than 

motion clue in the matching.

- Longer video sequences can help tracker to handle the 

challenging scenarios, such as appearance variations, 

occlusion and similar distractor objects.



Qualitative results



Qualitative results



Ending
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